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Abstract

In recent decades magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has established itself as the golden

standard for studying human brain structure in health and disease. As a result, it has become

increasingly more important to identify factors that may influence study outcomes and

contribute to misleading conclusions. With the regional time-of-day (TOD) differences in

structural brain metrics utterly neglected and several studies reporting inconsistent TOD

changes on the global brain level, this work set out to investigate this phenomenon with

voxel-based (VBM) and surface-based morphometry (SBM) using the largest longitudinal

dataset to date (N = 77). VBM revealed ubiquitous and often bilaterally symmetric differences

in local grey and white matter volume across multiple cortical and subcortical brain regions. The

impact of TOD on regional SBM indices was less pronounced than for VBM, and no significant

effects were observed for the global volume- and surface-based anatomical metrics. Our

findings likely reflect a combination of experience- and circadian-related processes, with the

former possibly linked to memory formation. By showing that TOD has a prevalent effect on

local anatomical brain metrics, our study underlines the need for this factor to be strictly

controlled at the stage of experimental planning and data analysis.
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Highlights

● No differences were found for global volume- and surface-based structural metrics

● Local grey and white matter volume showed widespread time-of-day variability

● Several brain regions exhibited surface-based changes between morning and evening

● Findings likely reflect a combination of experience- and circadian-related processes

1. Introduction

Recent decades have seen a dramatic rise in the use of magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) for studying the human brain structure and function in health and disease. Good contrast

between the grey matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) along with the

method’s non-invasiveness and ability to measure brain activity have deemed it a superior

choice for research purposes compared to computed tomography (CT) and positron emission

tomography (PET). In particular, one of the most widely used anatomical techniques is

T1-weighted morphometry. Its usefulness stems from a combination of short data acquisition

time and fully automated image processing pipelines that provide researchers with a number of

valuable metrics reflecting different aspects of brain anatomy. Among these, the most popular

are voxel-based morphometry (VBM), which measures the relative volume of GM and WM in

each voxel in the brain, as well as surface-based morphometry (SBM), which generates indices

such as cortical thickness, sulcal depth and gyrification for all vertices in the cerebral cortex. In

favour of these techniques, their utility has also been confirmed by several studies relating these

derived parameters to histological data (Cardinale et al., 2014; Keifer et al., 2015; Suzuki et al.,

2015; Asan et al., 2021).

As the involvement of MRI in brain research has become ubiquitous, more and more

attention has been paid to variables that may influence study outcomes. It has been shown that

structural MRI data can be affected by technical factors such as magnetic field strength, scanner

hardware, pulse sequence used for data acquisition, as well as head tilt and location of the brain

along the z-axis of the magnet (Han et al., 2006; Narayanan et al., 2020; Hedges et al., 2021).

Recently, successful efforts have been made to increase the comparability of the data between

the scanning sites through the means of data harmonisation (Radua et al., 2020). Nevertheless, a

body of literature shows that other often neglected factors unrelated to the hardware, such as

time-of-day (TOD) when the data was collected, may still strongly confound neuroimaging

findings. Indeed, previous MRI studies have found widespread TOD-dependent differences in

task-related brain activity, resting-state functional connectivity, as well as WM microstructure

(Marek et al., 2010; Orban et al., 2020; Fafrowicz et al., 2019; Farahani et al., 2021; Thomas et

al., 2018; Voldsbekk et al., 2020). Similarly, several works have reported TOD findings for
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global brain morphometric features, as well as VBM and SBM; nevertheless, inconsistencies are

present in the literature.

Two longitudinal investigations have shown TOD-related decreases in total brain

volume (Nakamura et al., 2015; Trefler et al., 2016). Additionally, the latter study reported

decreases in the volumes of GM and WM, a reduction in cortical thickness and surface area, as

well as CSF volume increase. The volumetric changes of CSF were negatively correlated with

the differences in GM and WM volume. The work also reported no significant TOD variation in

cortical curvature and sulcal depth. In contrast with these results, a larger cross-sectional

investigation observed no association between brain volume and TOD (Book et al., 2021).

While this discrepancy could be related to the differences in the experimental design with the

two longitudinal works better suited to detect the effects of interest, additional evidence comes

from several other studies. Karch et al. confirmed TOD-related GM and cerebral cortex volume

decrease, however, found no such distinctions for WM volume (Karch et al., 2019). In a

different investigation, Maclaren et al. reported a significant TOD increase in ventricular (CSF)

volume only in one of three participants (Maclaren et al., 2014). Last but not least, Naranayan

and colleagues showed that the TOD-related brain volume change was similar in magnitude to

the variations from the daily scans performed at the same time of the day over a week

(Naranayan et al., 2020). Additionally, the TOD effect was weaker than scan-reposition-rescan

variability.

The work by Trefler et al. was also the first and the only one to investigate the TOD

variability for VBM and SBM measures (Trefler et al., 2016). They reported VBM GM

decreases in several areas within the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes, as well as in the

cerebellum and caudate nucleus. The reductions in cortical thickness were present in frontal,

temporal, parietal and occipital regions, with the first two lobes showing a greater extent of

decrease. Interestingly, only one brain structure (temporal pole) was found to undergo

TOD-related thickening. In contrast with these results, in a different investigation by

Elvsåshagen and colleagues the prefrontal cortex was found to increase its thickness from

morning to evening (Elvsåshagen et al., 2017).

Given the limited number of studies and the presence of inconsistencies in the literature,

we aimed to investigate the TOD variation in structural brain data in an extended cohort (N=77)

from earlier works showing widespread TOD variation in resting-state functional connectivity

(Fafrowicz et al., 2019; Farahani et al., 2021). To the best of our knowledge, it is the largest

dataset used to date in the context of the TOD effect in VBM and SBM. Firstly, we aimed to

verify the earlier reports on the TOD variation in the global brain, GM, WM and CSF volumes,

and a number of surface-based metrics, i.e. cortical thickness, sulcal depth and gyrification

index. The second goal was to explore the vertex- and voxel-level effects for the aforementioned
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SBM indices, as well as GM and WM VBM. In this regard, we are the first study to investigate

regional changes in sulcal depth, gyrification and WM volume in such a manner.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

77 volunteers were recruited for the study. All participants were right-handed, had

normal or corrected to normal vision, no history of neurological and psychiatric disorders, and

were drug-free. The following additional inclusion criteria were applied: age between 19 and 35

years, no shift work, not having been on a flight crossing more than two time zones within the

past two months, declared regular daily schedule with no sleep debt (from 6 to 9 hours of sleep

each night). The level of daytime sleepiness was controlled with Epworth Sleepiness Scale

(ESS; Johns, 1991) and sleep quality with Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; Buysse et al.,

1989). The regularity of participants’ sleep-wake schedule was checked for one week prior to

MRI scanning using MotionWatch8 actigraphs (CamNtech Ltd.). After inspection of the MRI

data, five participants were excluded from the study: three individuals due to unsatisfactory

removal of meninges during the brain segmentation process and two participants due to being

outliers in the daily changes of brain compartments volumes (exceeding 3 standard deviations

(SD) for all compartments). Thus, the final sample consisted of 72 participants (45 females).

The summary of the cohort’s demographics and actigraphy-derived sleep characteristics is

provided in Supplementary Material Table 1.

Each participant underwent two scanning sessions: one in the morning, and the other

one in the evening, about 1 and 10 hours after awakening, respectively. The beginning of

experimental sessions (morning and evening) was adjusted to the declared and objective

(derived from actigraphic data) sleep-wake pattern of participants on a regular working day. The

morning scans were acquired between 8:00 AM and 10:20 AM, whereas the evening scans were

collected between 5:00 PM and 7:20 PM. The session order was counterbalanced across

participants. Participants completed the study on one day (when the morning session was first)

or on two consecutive days (when the evening session was first). On the night before the

morning session participants slept in the rooms located in the same building as the MRI

laboratory. They were only allowed to engage in non-strenuous activities during the

experimental days. Participants abstained from alcohol (48 h) and caffeine (24 h) before the

first session. Caffeine and alcohol were also banned during study days. The study was

performed between November 2016 and January 2018 in the MR Laboratory, Malopolska

Centre of Biotechnology, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, Poland. It was conducted under the

Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee for Biomedical Research at the

Military Institute of Aviation Medicine (Warsaw, Poland; 26 February 2013) and the Research
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Ethics Committee of the Institute of Applied Psychology at Jagiellonian University (Kraków,

Poland; 21 February 2017).

Circadian preference of the participants was assessed with the Chronotype

Questionnaire (Oginska, 2011; Oginska et al., 2017) and controlled throughout all the analyses

performed. In all of the analyses, there were no interactions between chronotype and TOD (p >

0.05), and in the case of voxel- and vertex-level comparisons the brain areas under significant

influence of one factor were different from those affected by the other one. The current dataset

was a part of a larger investigation on the effects of chronotype on brain morphometric

parameters, the results of which are described elsewhere (Zareba et al., 2021).

2.2. Data acquisition

MRI data was acquired using a 3T scanner (Magnetom Skyra, Siemens) equipped with

a 64-channel head/neck coil. High-resolution, structural images were collected using a T1

MPRAGE sequence (176 sagittal slices; 1x1x1.1 mm3 voxel size; TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.98 ms,

flip angle = 9°, GRAPPA acceleration factor 2).

2.3. Data analysis

MRI data was processed with a longitudinal design in the Computational Anatomy

Toolbox (CAT12; Gaser and Dahnkne, 2016) using volumetric and surface approaches. The

volumetric stream consisted of VBM (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) analysis for GM and WM

segments. The surface stream encompassed estimation of cortical thickness, sulcal depth and

gyrification index for the cerebral cortex (Luders et al., 2006; Dahnke et al., 2013).

2.4. Voxel-based morphometry

The images underwent processing with the standard VBM pipeline. Firstly, each volume

was segmented into GM, WM and CSF, which was followed by normalisation into the MNI152

space using diffeomorphic anatomical registration through exponentiated lie algebra

(DARTEL). Such normalised GM and WM segments were subsequently modulated with the

Jacobian determinant to account for the resulting signal intensity changes. The preprocessed

GM and WM volumes were inspected visually to ensure satisfactory quality of the

segmentation. Lastly, each of the segmented, normalised, and modulated images underwent

smoothing with a 4-mm Gaussian filter.

The statistical analysis was performed separately for each tissue class using the 3dLME

program (Chen et al., 2013) available in AFNI (Cox, 1996). Voxels with estimated mean

study-wise volumes lower than 0.1 were excluded from the analyses to prevent the inclusion of

non-brain data. The TOD effects were assessed using paired t-tests. Chronotype, sex, age and

total intracranial volume (ICV) were controlled as covariates. Multiple comparison correction
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was achieved through cluster-level family-wise error rate correction (FWE; p < 0.05) following

the initial voxel-level thresholding (p uncorrected < 0.001).

To compare the spatial characteristics of the observed GM and WM volumetric changes,

the resulting morning-to-evening increases and decreases were binarised separately for each

tissue class, resulting in 4 binary masks. Two additional masks were created: one for voxels

showing simultaneous GM increases and WM decreases, the other one for voxels with the

opposite pattern of differences. Subsequently, the voxels found to be simultaneously involved in

the TOD effects for both tissue classes were excluded from the four original masks. In the final

step, the six masks were added together with voxels belonging to each separate mask receiving a

value from 1 to 6. This enabled us to delineate all types of results.

2.5. Surface-based morphometry

The SBM stream was run after the volumetric steps were completed. Estimation of

cortical thickness and reconstruction of the central surface was performed in one step using a

projection-based thickness method (Dahnke et al., 2013), which allows handling of partial

voluming, sulcal blurring, and sulcal asymmetries without explicit sulcus reconstruction.

Following the initial surface reconstruction, topological defects were repaired and the surface

was refined, creating the final central surface mesh (Yotter et al., 2011), which served as a basis

for extracting folding patterns. The mesh was subsequently mapped onto Freesurfer’s FsAverage

template. In addition to cortical thickness maps, gyrification index and sulcal depth meshes

were created.

Prior to statistical analysis, gyrification index and sulcal depth maps were smoothed

with a Gaussian filter of 15 mm, while the thickness meshes were smoothed with a 10 mm

FWHM kernel. The analysis was performed in CAT12, separately for each surface parameter.

The TOD effect was assessed with paired t-tests. Chronotype, sex and age were controlled in the

form of covariates. Multiple comparison correction was performed with cluster-level FWE (p <

0.05) after initial vertex-wise thresholding (p uncorrected < 0.001).

In the case of spatial overlap between VBM GM and SBM TOD effects, raw values

from the respective clusters were extracted for morning and evening sessions, and the TOD

change was calculated (i.e. evening minus morning value). Subsequently, the TOD changes in

the volumetric and surface parameters were correlated with each other using the cor.test

function from R (version 4.0.3).

2.6. Global anatomical metrics

The global TOD effects (i.e. evening minus morning values) were calculated in R

(version 4.0.3.) for each participant as a percentage change for several metrics: volumes of GM,

WM, brain (i.e. GM + WM) and CSF (as a percentage of ICV), as well as cortical thickness,
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sulcal depth and gyrification index (with the brain-average morning values for each participant

serving as the reference point, i.e. 100%). The volumetric data was based on the segmentation

results, whereas the brain-wise means for the surface parameters stemmed from unsmoothed

mesh data. In the next step, the distributions of the resulting values were checked for normality

with the Shapiro-Wilk test. The TOD differences for WM volume (p = 0.482), cortical thickness

(p = 0.068) and sulcal depth (p = 0.964) were found to follow the Gaussian distribution, and

thus the significance of these effects was assessed with paired t-tests (t.test). All other variables,

i.e. GM, CSF, brain volume and gyrification index were not normally distributed (p < 0.001),

and thus the significance of TOD changes was assessed with a nonparametric Wilcoxon

signed-rank test (wilcox.test).

Additionally, Spearman’s correlations between TOD-related changes in GM, WM and

CSF volumes were calculated with R’s cor.test function. The correction for multiple

comparisons was achieved with the Bonferroni’s method (FWE).

3. Results

3.1. TOD effects for global anatomical metrics

No significant TOD effect was observed for any of the global volumetric and surface

metrics (see Table 1 for more details). In turn, the correlational analysis revealed that

TOD-related changes in GM volume were inversely correlated with the changes in CSF (ρ =

-0.86; p FWE < 0.001) and WM volumes (ρ = -0.50; p FWE < 0.001). No correlation between TOD

differences in CSF and WM volumes was found (ρ = 0.08; p uncorrected = 0.467). The distribution

of the data is depicted in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Time-of-day (TOD) differences in the global anatomical metrics.

Global anatomical metric Meana/Medianb SDa/MADb T-stat p uncorrected

GM volume

relative to ICV [%]

0.10b 0.74b n/a 0.792

WM volume

relative to ICV [%]

-0.08a 0.38a -1.825 0.072

Brain volume

relative to ICV [%]

-0.10b 0.74b n/a 0.478

CSF volume

relative to ICV [%]

0.10b 0.74b n/a 0.528

Cortical thickness

relative to morning value [%]

0.10a 0.95a 0.943 0.348

Sulcal depth

relative to morning value [%]

-0.15a 0.86a -1.522 0.132

Gyrification index

relative to morning value [%]

-0.01b 0.13b n/a 0.558

a Means and standard deviations (SDs) indicate the use of the paired t-test. b Medians and

median absolute deviations (MADs) indicate the use of the Wilcoxon test. Abbreviations: GM =

grey matter; ICV = intracranial volume; n/a = non-applicable; WM = white matter; CSF =

cerebrospinal fluid.
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Figure 1. The distribution of the time-of-day (TOD) changes in the volume of grey matter (GM),

white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). TOD-related differences in the GM volume

were negatively correlated with variations in the CSF (ρ = -0.86; p FWE < 0.001) and WM

volumes (ρ = -0.50; p FWE < 0.001). There was no monotonic relation between the changes in the

CSF and WM volumes (ρ = 0.08; p uncorrected = 0.467). Abbreviations: ICV = intracranial volume.

3.2. TOD effects for VBM

Evening scans were associated with greater GM volume in the bilateral orbitofrontal

cortex, hippocampi, amygdalae, middle temporal gyri and parietal cortex, along with decreased

GM concentration in bilateral nucleus accumbens and posterior cingulate cortex (p FWE < 0.05).

Furthermore, WM volume increase was observed in the anterior commissure and the bilateral

fornices, whereas bilateral WM decreases were found in the orbitofrontal cortex, cingulate, as

well as temporal and parietal lobes (p FWE < 0.05). Apart from the symmetrical patterns

described above, GM volume increases were also found in the right fusiform gyrus and

cerebellar cortex, while decreased GM concentration was observed in the right caudate nucleus

(p FWE < 0.05). Both GM volume increases and decreases were found in distinct parts of the right

inferior temporal gyrus (p FWE < 0.05). Increased WM volume was observed in the right internal
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capsule, superior cerebellar peduncle and brainstem, while decreased WM concentration was

found in several regions within the right frontal lobe (p FWE < 0.05). The results are described in

more detail in Table 2 and Figure 2.

Table 2. Time-of-day (TOD) differences in the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (p FWE < 0.05).

Tissue class MNI Voxels Location Directionality t-stat

Frontal lobe

GM 8, 49, -25 428 R orbitofrontal cortex E > M 4.61

GM -9, 35, -23 156 L orbitofrontal cortex E > M 5.60

GM -19, 32, -15 99 L orbitofrontal cortex E > M 4.94

WM 26, 28, -11 1098 R orbitofrontal cortex M > E 4.86

WM -19, 41, -8 423 L orbitofrontal cortex M > E 5.23

WM -33, 40, 0 103 L orbitofrontal cortex M > E 4.70

WM -4, -4, 45 109 L cingulate M > E 5.10

WM 6, -8, 45 179 R cingulate M > E 4.63

WM 23, 2, 52 328 R frontal, sublobar M > E 4.91

WM -22, -29, 52 295 R frontal, sublobar M > E 5.19

WM -18, 2, 52 241 R frontal, sublobar M > E 4.90

WM 48, -4, 27 233 R frontal, subgyral and sublobar M > E 5.60

WM 27, -27, 51 204 R frontal, sublobar M > E 5.16

WM 9, -23, 51 115 R frontal, sublobar E > M 4.65

Temporal lobe

GM -33, -5, -18 296 L amygdala

L hippocampus

E > M 5.63

GM 35, -8, -40 253 R fusiform gyrus E > M 6.02
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R hippocampus

R amygdala

GM 55, -8, -18 265 R middle temporal gyrus E > M 4.95

GM -58, 2, -20 148 L middle temporal gyrus E > M 5.24

GM 54, -39, -34 113 R inferior temporal gyrus M > E 4.76

GM 52, -51, -24 91 R inferior temporal gyrus E > M 4.40

WM 35, -8, -40 308 R temporal, subgyral and sublobar M > E 6.15

WM -33, -7, -18 281 L temporal, sublobar M > E 6.85

Parietal lobe

GM 2, -44, 5 217 B posterior cingulate gyrus M > E 4.56

GM 23, -42, 58 150 R superior parietal lobe

R postcentral gyrus

E > M 4.57

GM 38, -32, 41 127 R superior parietal lobe

R postcentral gyrus

E > M 6.75

GM -21, -66, 42 126 L intraparietal sulcus E > M 4.90

GM 26, -53, 63 121 R superior parietal lobe E > M 4.88

WM -21, -40, 54 885 L parietal, subgyral and sublobar M > E 5.50

WM 27, -36, 44 867 R parietal, subgyral and sublobar M > E 6.62

WM 24, -52, 60 526 R parietal, subgyral and sublobar M > E 5.56

WM -25, -47, 37 203 R parietal, sublobar M > E 4.87

WM -48, -47, 40 280 L parietal, sublobar M > E 5.63

Subcortical areas and cerebellum

GM 12, 12, 4 310 R caudate nucleus

R nucleus accumbens

M > E 5.62
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GM -7, 1, -14 104 L nucleus accumbens M > E 4.47

GM 18, -81, -53 177 R cerebellar lobule VIII E > M 4.27

GM 54, -60, -45 96 R cerebellar lobule VIIa crus I

R cerebellar lobule VIIa crus II

E > M 4.52

WM 12, 10, 2 370 R internal capsule

Anterior commissure

B fornix

E > M 5.49

WM 14, -30, -26 109 R superior cerebellar peduncle

R brainstem

E > M 4.73

Abbreviations: R = right; L = left; GM = grey matter; WM = white matter; E = evening; M =

morning.
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Figure 2. The time-of-day (TOD) effect on the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) across several

brain regions (p FWE < 0.05).

Comparing the spatial location of GM and WM volumetric changes revealed two

characteristic patterns of morning-to-evening differences. GM volume increases, surrounded by

voxels with simultaneous GM increase and WM decrease, followed by voxels with WM

decrease were found in the following bilateral regions: the orbitofrontal cortex, hippocampi and

amygdalae, as well as the parietal cortex. The opposite pattern, i.e. GM volume decrease - GM

volume decrease and WM volume increase - WM volume increase, was observed in the bilateral

nucleus accumbens and the right caudate nucleus.

3.3. TOD effects for SBM
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The sulcal depth in the right lateral occipital and inferior temporal cortex (p FWE = 0.001)

and the gyrification index in the right superior temporal cortex (p FWE = 0.014) were found to

increase from morning to evening. The opposite results were found for the gyrification index in

the right precentral and postcentral gyri (p FWE = 0.001) and thickness of the right paracentral

lobule (p FWE = 0.002). A trend level decrease in thickness was also observed for the right

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), including anterior cingulate and superior frontal gyri

(p FWE = 0.051). The results are shown in more detail in Table 3 and Figure 3.

Table 3. Regional time-of-day (TOD) differences in the cortical surface parameters.

Measure Coordinates Vertices Location Directionality t-stat cluster-level

p value

Depth 47, -66, -8 1163 R lateral occipital cortex

R inferior temporal gyrus

E > M 4.30 0.001

Gyrification 49, -24, -5 397 R superior temporal gyrus E > M 4.51 0.014

Gyrification 15, -32, 60 620 R precentral gyrus

R postcentral gyrus

M > E 4.81 0.001

Thickness 5, -18, 56 523 R paracentral lobule M > E 4.03 0.002

Thickness 9, 52, 8 300 R superior frontal gyrus

R anterior cingulate gyrus

M > E 4.29 0.051

Abbreviations: R = right; E = evening; M = morning.
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Figure 3. Brain regions with time-of-day (TOD) differences in the cortical surface parameters.

Warm colours indicate increased values from morning to evening, while cold shades stand for

decreased metrics from morning to evening. Abbreviations: R, right; LOC, lateral occipital

cortex; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; PrCG, precentral gyrus; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; STG,

superior temporal gyrus; DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; PCL, paracentral lobule.

3.4. Overlap between TOD VBM and SBM results

Group-level analysis yielded the right inferior temporal gyrus to be a site of increases in

both GM volume and sulcal depth. The significant cluster from the VBM analysis was projected

onto the cortical surface using AFNI (Cox, 1996) and SUMA (Saad and Reynolds, 2012), and

was found to be within the area occupied by the larger sulcal depth cluster from the surface

analysis (see Figure 4). As the TOD differences in the variables were not normally distributed

(both p < 0.001), Spearman correlation was applied. The TOD changes in the volumetric and

surface parameters were significantly correlated with each other (ρ = 0.39; p < 0.001; see Figure

5 for data distribution).
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Figure 4. The spatial correspondence between the cluster of increased grey matter (GM) volume

(on the left; indicated with an arrow) and the area of increased sulcal depth (on the right) in the

right inferior temporal gyrus. The former finding was found to be within the larger area covered

by the latter result. Abbreviations: VBM, voxel based morphometry.

Figure 5. The distribution of the morning-to-evening changes in sulcal depth and grey matter

(GM) volume in the right inferior temporal gyrus. The two structural measures were found to be

significantly correlated (ρ = 0.39; p < 0.001).

4. Discussion
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4.1. The influence of TOD on global anatomical metrics

Our study found no significant morning-to-evening variation for any of the global

metrics. The lack of such differences in the case of sulcal depth and gyrification index is in line

with the literature (Trefler et al., 2016), however, other results from this investigation do not

fully correspond with the earlier reports. Two previously published longitudinal studies reported

significant TOD-related brain volume reductions (n = 1589, Nakamura et al., 2015; n = 19,

Trefler et al., 2016), while a larger cross-sectional report did not (n = 3279; Book et al., 2021).

Additionally, one study that contained data of one healthy participant and one multiple sclerosis

patient from 19 time points detected no consistent TOD variation in the brain volume

(Narayanan et al., 2020). Our work is thus the first one to report no TOD fluctuation in brain

volume in a longitudinal study on a group-level.

Similarly, earlier longitudinal studies found TOD-related decreases in GM and WM

volume, and cortical thickness, as well as a morning-to-evening increase in CSF volume (Trefler

et al., 2016; Karch et al., 2019), with no such results stemming from our study. In turn, our

finding of a strong inverse correlation between the TOD change in GM and CSF volumes (ρ =

-0.86) extends on the previous report by Trefler and colleagues (r = -0.52; Trefler et al, 2016).

Nevertheless, our investigation did not replicate their finding of a negative association between

the change in WM and CSF volumes (ρ = 0.08 vs. r = -0.29), and in contrast with the earlier

report we found a moderate relationship between the TOD differences in GM and WM volumes

(ρ = -0.50 vs. r = -0.07).

To rule out a possibility that the discrepancy in findings is a result of the use of different

neuroimaging software, we processed the morning session scans in FreeSurfer (version 5.3;

Fischl, 2012) commonly deployed in the referenced papers. The GM and WM volumes

calculated by two methods showed excellent correlations (respectively: r = 0.95; r = 0.99), and

cortical thickness comparison yielded reasonable comparability between the methods (r = 0.76).

The lack of such calculations for the CSF volume stemmed from the fact that the measure is

calculated differently in both softwares, i.e. FreeSurfer does not segment sulcal CSF. Thus, it is

highly unlikely that the cortical thickness, GM, WM and brain volume findings are strongly

affected by the software used, however, this possibility cannot be ruled out for the CSF results.

4.2. Potential sources of variability in global TOD effects

Previous studies have reported a considerable extent of variability in the daily TOD

effects. In one study with three participants scanned for approximately 40 times across 31 days

at different hours of the day, only one showed a TOD-related increase in ventricular CSF

volumes (Maclaren et al., 2014). Similarly, the work by Trefler and colleagues stated that the

TOD reduction in brain volume was observed in 16 out of the 19 participants (Trefler et al.,
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2016). Our study, with the reduction in brain volume seen in 37 out of 72 participants

corresponds well with the large variability in the data observed before.

Regarding the mechanisms behind this phenomenon, Naranayan and colleagues (2020)

found that the technical variability dominated the changes in brain volume until the volume loss

exceeded 0.6 – 0.7%. The TOD fluctuation in brain volume detected in their study was found to

be below that level, similarly to the magnitude of TOD decrease reported by Nakamura and

others (n = 1589, from −0.09% to −0.221% ICV; Nakamura et al., 2015). While the effect sizes

reported by Trefler and colleagues are higher than the order of volume loss attributable to the

technical aspects (−2.289% of ICV per 24 h; Trefler et al., 2016), it needs to be remembered that

this investigation deployed a relatively small sample of 19 individuals and such studies are

prone to effect size overestimation.

Interestingly, the most influential of the technical factors was the relative position of the

brain in the scanner (Naranayan et al., 2020; Hedges et al., 2021). Even subtle changes in the

head orientation can lead to drastic volumetric differences due to partial voluming-affected

voxels. For example, if a voxel situated at the GM-CSF border and formerly classified as GM

undergoes repositioning so that now it contains less GM and more CSF, it might result in its

reclassification to CSF. If the process simultaneously affects a large enough portion of voxels

located at the tissue border, it might lead to a misleading conclusion of CSF volume increase.

This could explain the fact that Maclaren and colleagues reported the volumes of cerebral WM

and several GM structures to have similar levels of variance between scan-reposition-rescan

condition and scanning sessions taking place at different hours and days (Maclaren et al., 2014).

The only region found to have greater inter-session than scan-reposition-rescan variability was

the lateral ventricle, which enlarged with TOD but only in one of three participants. It has been

suggested that ventricular volume changes could reflect the hydration status with dehydration

causing their enlargement (Nakamura et al., 2015; Gullans and Verbalis, 1993), however, reports

have been published both in favour (Dickson et al., 2005; Kempton et al., 2009; Streitbürger et

al., 2012) and against this hypothesis (Karch et al., 2019; Meyers et al, 2016). Further

investigation into the underlying mechanisms is warranted as it could help us reduce the extent

of variability in the results and increase their reproducibility.

4.3. The influence of TOD on VBM and SBM metrics

Our study is the first one to simultaneously consider the TOD effect on GM and WM

VBM. The analyses showed that TOD was associated with widespread and often

bilaterally-symmetric changes in voxel-level GM and WM volume, with the vast majority of

clusters showing increases for the former and decreases for the latter measure. An earlier study

by Trefler and colleagues (2016) reported diffused VBM GM volume reductions, including

areas such as postcentral gyrus, superior parietal lobe and cerebellum, where we found changes
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in the opposite direction, and caudate nucleus, where we similarly report TOD-related

reductions.

In contrast with the VBM findings, TOD-related changes in cortical surface parameters

were restricted to a relatively few brain regions. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the

first one to investigate vertex-level TOD variation of sulcal depth and gyrification index. The

TOD fluctuations in these parameters were found within motor, sensory and higher cognitive

cortices. Similarly, we also found a statistically significant decrease in the thickness of the right

paracentral lobule and a trend level decrease in the thickness of the right DMPFC. The former

finding is in line with the results of the previous investigations (Trefler et al., 2016). Trefler and

colleagues, who acquired their second dataset on the same day after two hours of controlled rest,

additionally reported a thinning of the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Trefler et al., 2016). In contrast

with this result, Elvsåshagen and colleagues, who also scanned their participants twice on the

same day but enabled them to perform their regular daily activities during the twelve hour

break, found that thickness in the aforementioned cortical region increased (Elvsåshagen et al.,

2017). It can be speculated that the thickening of PFC in the latter case was a result of the

typical activity during the day, which the participants of the study by Trefler et al. were bereft

of. The experimental design deployed in the current work most likely reflects a combination of

circadian and experience-dependent effects as prior to the evening sessions participants had

performed their routine non-strenuous daily activities. Our trend-level finding needs to be

treated with caution, nonetheless, it underlines the need for future studies to make a clear

distinction between circadian and experience-dependent mechanisms.

Last but not least, the comparison of VBM GM and surface analyses results revealed

that the TOD increases in VBM GM and sulcal depth within the right inferior temporal gyrus

were moderately correlated (ρ = 0.39), suggesting that in some brain regions the same

underlying processes could contribute to both voxel- and surface-based parameters.

Nevertheless, the area occupied by the VBM cluster was much smaller than that of the sulcal

depth cluster, which might have attenuated the strength of the correlation between these two

measures.

4.4. Potential mechanisms behind the voxel- and vertex-level effects

While the effects observed at the tissue borders are likely most strongly affected by

differences in partial voluming due to changes in head positioning within the scanner, the

prevalence of the significant results beyond these areas implicate that a combination of

experience- and circadian-dependent processes may also contribute to the observed results,

intertwining to produce region-specific effects.

A body of literature has shown that experience-related changes in the structure of the

brain are visible within the time frame of hours (Sagi et al., 2012; Hofstetter et al., 2013; Ding et
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al., 2013). These studies often reported decreased mean diffusivity in regions active during the

task execution, and in one case linked it with behavioural improvement following the training

(Hofstetter et al., 2013). One plausible explanation for the decrease in water diffusivity is the

reduction of extracellular space as a result of activity-induced swelling of neurons and glial

cells, including astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Chvatal et al., 1997; Xie et al., 2013; Sagi et

al., 2012). Within the same time frame, precursors of oligodendrocytes have been found to

proliferate and differentiate into mature cells, increasing the myelin sheath around electrically

active axons (Gibson et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2016). Experience-dependent plasticity also

affects dendritic spines of neurons with the initial stages of learning inducing new spine

formation (Hübener and Bonhoeffer, 2010). Interestingly, many of the brain structures where we

found TOD differences, such as medial temporal lobes, striatum, orbitofrontal cortex, as well as

associated fornix and cingulate bundles, belong to neural networks involved in multiple aspects

of memory (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Packard et al., 1989). One fMRI study deploying a

comparable experimental design to that of our own found a pronounced morning to evening

increase in resting-state functional connectivity between the medial temporal lobes and other

brain areas involved in memory functions, similar to those stemming from our study (Shannon

et al., 2013). Within that context, our results may be, at least partially, related to memory

formation.

On the other hand, dendritic spine formation and elimination is also known to be under

circadian control and occur without any environmental stimulation (Ikeno et al., 2014; see

Krzeptowski et al., 2018 for a detailed review). Circadian-controlled peaks in glucocorticoid

secretion induce postsynaptic dendritic spine formation in the hippocampus (Ikeda et al., 2015),

as well as in the mouse cortex after motor skill learning (Liston et al., 2013). Glucocorticoids

have also been found to affect plasticity within the motor cortex in humans (Clow et al., 2014).

Additionally, in people with stable sleeping routines, the amount of fluid detectable in the

perivascular spaces of WM increases with TOD (Barisano et al., 2021). In line with this

evidence, mean diffusivity, known to be influenced by perivascular spaces (Sepehrband et al.,

2019), grows larger from morning to afternoon in the absence of cognitive training (Thomas et

al., 2018).

The processes described above are known to lead to changes detectable in the

T1-weighted signal. Increased GM density has been found to positively correlate with

neurogenesis in hippocampus, dendritic spine density and physical volume of a predefined

group of cells (Keifer et al., 2015; Suzuki et al., 2015; Asan et al., 2021). In turn, as white

matter owes its signal intensity on T1-weighted images to myelin content, increase in

myelination and perivascular fluid volume should lead to, respectively, increased and decreased

voxel-level WM volume.
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4.5. Implications of the findings

Our findings indicate that controlling the time of data acquisition is a crucial step that

needs to be undertaken at the stage of planning structural neuroimaging research. Poor

experimental planning in cross-sectional studies with a bias in the time of scanning between the

groups may result in significant distinctions between the groups being reported in the absence of

any true effect. In the case of longitudinal studies, the lack of strict data acquisition time control

may have its consequences in misattributing the effects of training to the variance associated

with TOD. One of the strengths of our work lies in the fact that compared to the previous reports

we controlled participants for a stable sleeping routine and no sleep-related disorders, especially

that both sleep and sleep deprivation have been reported to influence VBM and cortical

thickness (Bernardi et al., 2016; Elvsåshagen et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020).

Our results show that the TOD variance in structural brain parameters is far more

ubiquitous for VBM than SBM. One potential explanation lies in the fact the latter does not base

its measurements on signal intensity in voxels per se but rather uses them to derive specific

parameters of tissue organisation. For example, if the intensity of voxels within a certain cortical

area increases from morning to evening, this might be detected as an increase in GM volume in

the VBM analysis. At the same time, the relative distance between the WM-GM and GM-pial

borders may not change at all, resulting in the lack of differences in cortical thickness.

Nevertheless, as our study reports significant regional TOD effects for all of the

performed surface analyses, we recommend that TOD is uniformly controlled across all kinds of

structural neuroimaging research. This could be preferably achieved through scheduling

participants' scans to a short time window during the day, or alternatively through balancing the

time of data acquisition amongst participants and including TOD as a confounder in the

statistical analysis.

4.6. Limitations

One limitation of our study lies in the fact that its experimental design does not enable

differentiation between circadian- and experience-dependent effects. Nevertheless, it can also be

considered one of its major strengths as neuroimaging studies often do not account for time of

data acquisition and participants’ activity performed on the day of the scan prior to the visit in

the laboratory. Thus, our findings constitute a representative of the effects that can be otherwise

misattributed to experimental manipulation. Additionally, the CSF results from our investigation

could not be validated against the software used in the previous reports due to the distinctions in

how the different preprocessing strategies treat sulcal CSF.

5. Conclusions
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Our study shows that TOD has a prevalent effect on structural brain metrics on the

voxel- and vertex- but not global level. We extend the previously published research by showing

that both increases and decreases in regional VBM and SBM parameters can be observed. All in

all, TOD is a crucial factor to be considered and controlled for at the stage of experimental

planning and data analysis.
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